TIPS, TRICKS FOR RECYCLE; UPCYCLE, REDUCE, REUSE

Nowadays, many people are interested in recycling. Recycling got its start almost four decades
ago, when a U.S. paper compact wanted a symbol to communicate its products recycled content to
customers the design competition that held was wan by Garz Anderson, a young graphic designer from
university od southern California. His entry, based on the Mobius strip |a shape with only one side, and
no end| is now universally recognized as the symbol for recycling.
Let’s encourage recycling. If you know someone interested in making art from recycled
materials, offer to provide supplies. Many school children need items like paper towel tubes for art
project. Older artists use everything from rubber bands to oven door. If you know someone who teaches
art classes, suggested that an emphasis be put on making art from trash while you are great remind
them to use recycled paper and earth/friendly glues, paints…
Tips: Colorful recycled denim beads

Go green and lean how to make jewelry out of recycled denim. The
recycled denim beads are fun, fashionable, and super earth-friendly.
Do not throw away that boosted belt, use it to make
unique recycled jewelry.
Use these bright and cheerful jenim beeps to make necklaces bracelets, and other accessories you
cannot think of. This would be a fun summer project to keep the kids busy.
Jewelry from a leather belt
Do not throw away that boosted belt, use it to make unique
recycled jewelry.

Build it back into the new building
The smartest way to recycle construction waste is to integrate it back into the new building site. Some of
this may happen naturally. In remodeling projects, walls are not necessarily demolished. They may
simply be redecorated, moved or reconfigured. Lumber cut/off in wood-framed constructions may be
useful for fire blocked or as spacers.
Truly recycled toilet paper – cloth toilet paper facts.
If you really ready to be a hippie, cloth toilet paper is the answer. I know, it sounds pretty “out there”
when you first hear about it.

